The details about the war were riveting. However, the ending did not live up to the rest of the book. I was disappointed. I would give it 4 stars for the details of the war, and 2 stars for the ending. How do others feel?

I totally understand there will be horrible men in this, because greek mythology is full of those, but I don't want to be demonized while reading it. Thanks for any answers.

But why in WHIZZ, the name is changed into MICHAEL?

Are future books going to cover the rest of the psalm?

Will your second book "My Dark Knight" ever come out in paperback like Book 1 & 3?

I guess you have a notebook where you jot down ideas and sketches and that you write what you plan to publish on a computer. What do you drink when writing on each? Tea, coffee, whisky? Which (tea, coffee & or whiskey)? And what is best (helps more) and when in your view?

Recently relistened to Cetaganda and just saw Mary Poppins Returns. So, have to ask, when Miles is thinking &quot;I never explain anything&quot; is he channeling Mary?

Actually, like I did all the way through it?

(Beor)-(Ruti?)

They actually mention in their set up page about

I did not know of you until I moved to England. My husband and I started listening to your books on Audio when we would drive to Scotland for the weekends. I LOVE THEM. I have been hooked ever since. My question...... How did you get yourself out there in the publishing world? It seems so daunting and not very user friendly.

I would very much like to purchase Machine Metal Magic, but can't seem to purchase it via Amazon UK. Are there any plans to make this available to the UK?

Cat, how come Sarah was not invited to the 'all cast / family' get together at Carrington Hall in?

I can't wait for this. I semi-recently finished The Lotus War trilogy; one of the best series I've read in ages. Very inspiring as a reader and an aspiring writer. This sounds fantastic as well, and I'll be sure to get my hands on a copy the moment it comes out.

Will there be a book five?! You left the fourth book open so I am guessing and hoping so xxxx

They request advance reader copies (ARC) from the writer or publisher as a swap for a review. I agree. There were several instances where the time line was confusing. I absolutely agree!! I have been trying to listen to it but its such hard work. I acquired mine from Audible and have experienced it for a while... I never finished it nevertheless now after my second attempt I see why. I went to check the reviews and its unavailable for purchase anymore and you can't find copies on Audible. The narration is really a terrible mess...
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